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New Zealand Cross Country Ski Orienteering - Planners report.
29 & 30 July 2006
Brian Buschl
First of all, a big thanks to all of you who journeyed up to the Snow farm for the weekend. This
year we again had record numbers with 100 competitors taking part in Sunday’s score event. (97
finished) This was up from 73 competitors the year before. The numbers were no surprise to
myself, Sarah or Annie, and even with a stream of last minute entries we had enough maps to
cope. Word is obviously getting around about what a good value event the ski-O is. Another
feature is the amount of non orienteering club members that this event attracts, and this year it
also attracted quite a few competitive cross country skiers using the event as training. Thanks here
must go to Antoine who as well as winning the event, also encouraged many of the skiers that he
has been coaching to try the event. (and also retrieved controls)
A big thanks to Sarah for helping me plan the courses. We had a lot of fun in the 3 days we spent
up at the snow farm preceding the event. There were a few dramas….Sarah’s car dying an
unnatural death at the bottom of the hill on Friday probably being the worst. Sarah was really
capable, giving me lots of feedback and suggestions on the courses, on mapping and organisation
of the 2 events. One of the lighter moments (for me) was when Sarah involuntarily tested the snow
depth while retrieving a map blown by the wind. A little slip which took a second resulted in a 15
minute waist deep snow plug!
This year we ran 2 events with a sprint prologue on the Saturday. I was really pleased with how
this came off. Most enjoyed the format and the route choice. Thanks for all your feedback…almost
all of it was positive. A pity about the results or lack of them. Sorry and lesson learnt!
Sunday’s 90 minute score resulted in a lot of competitors over estimating their speed/endurance
ability and finishing with penalty points. This applied even to some of the top competitors. On
reflection I would change the scoring system and give more points to the closer controls. I think my
scoring system was a little unfair.
With great snow conditions I thought that maybe the top competitors would be able to retrieve all
27 controls in 90 minutes. The lack of visibility on Sunday put paid to that notion and made the
navigation much tougher. Antoine still managed 339 out of a possible 378 points.
Finally thanks to Annie for putting a huge amount of time an effort into making the event what it
is….all the sponsorship, paperwork, prizes, accommodation, entries, and small details too
numerous to mention. Also thanks to the snow farm crew….John and Mary, Caroline and Carl (the
skidoo driver), and our club helpers Jennifer, Grant, and Graeme.
See you all next year!

The New Zealand Ski Orienteering Championships
Myles Thayer
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At last the final weekend of July arrived - our annual trip to the Snow Farm for the Ski Orienteering
Champs. On Friday night, after a quick snack we left Dunedin and travelled to Wanaka. There
wasn’t much traffic and the trip was uneventful except for one of us needing to visit the Lawrence
supermarket. Our accommodation was of course all taken care of. Some of us stayed at Albert
Town Lodge, others at the Wanaka Holiday Park and yet others with friends and family.
Saturday dawned clear and calm and we thought this must be paradise. At the Snow Farm, we
were efficiently issued with ski gear and field passes and in no time at all the skiing began. Most of
us noticed that your skiing skills don’t improve much when you only ski once a year on Ski-O
weekend. However after a short warm-up run on Mary’s Trail our group decided to spend the
morning visiting Meadow Hut. The run there and back took about an hour and a half and by then
we’d worked up a mighty appetite. I’m not sure that the afternoon’s ski race was improved by the
large lunch but it felt good at the time. Now, having a “prologue” was an innovation this year and
we were promised a short sprint style event and bonus points for the main event the following day.
Lots of entrants were heard to say something like “it’s not very important and I won’t get any bonus
points, so I’m just going to cruise around the course and look at the view”. Well there’s nothing like
a bit of competition to spur people on and it was very noticeable watching everyone leave the start
area that almost no-one was just cruising around looking at the view. In fact by the time they
returned to the finish most people were in oxygen debt and perspiring freely. It was an excellent
event and even when we found out the following morning that due to technical difficulties it didn’t
count for anything, everyone seemed to enjoy it immensely.
Sunday brought a complete change from Saturday. It was cold and windy with snow and rain and
quite miserable. However nearly everyone who had entered turned up for the main event. This was
the Championship and consisted of a 90 minute score event. That means everyone gets the same
map with 27 controls marked. They are valued according to their number and you have to gather
as many points as possible in the time. There was also a severe penalty system for those who
arrived back late so it required accurate planning of your route by the competitors. It was almost
white-out conditions for most of the event and not only were the controls difficult to get in some
cases but you could hardly see the tracks for much of the time. All this combined with glasses that
kept fogging up, the odd navigational error and of course this writer’s lack of nordic skiing skills
made the event very challenging. This sort of event always brings out two distinct groups of
competitors, the orienteers and the skiers. There is usually not much overlap between the two
groups and so the competition is often quite even. This year the open men’s winner was a skier
and last year’s runner up. That was reward for attending so many orienteering events during the
year. Congratulations Antoine. The winner of the junior men’s event however, was an orienteer
who has spent nearly every free weekend of the last two seasons on the snow. Congratulations
Andrew. I can’t recall all the other results, except to add that I didn’t get any particular placing
myself. I was however, impressed by the Robson family of Mosgiel. Three generations from the
one family took part, ranging in age from 6 to 73 years. It just shows the wide appeal of the event.
Finally, many thanks to all the organising team, the event planners, the officials, the sponsors
(nearly everyone got a spot prize of some sort) and of course, the Snow Farm. We arrived back in
Dunedin around 9 pm on Sunday night and will spend most of the coming week recovering. It was
nevertheless a wonderful event and with over one hundred entrants, the largest to date. We are
already looking forward to the last weekend of July next year.

